Target audience are both new and existing external LaMPSS users who are responsible
for service registration setup and maintenance.
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The objectives for these materials are …
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The ability to “do” service registration was de-coupled from Case Management to allow
for employer focused programs to leverage the service registration functionality
without requiring them to case manage service participants. This change requires that
government staff (program staff) configure service registration details as part of
program setup and configuration. What types of services and what service registration
participant additional information can and must be captured are configured at the
program level and all services delivered under that program will inherit the program
requirements associated with service registration.
Two existing LaMPSS modules – External Case Management and what existing ECM
users know as Enhanced Services were impacted by this change. The Enhanced
Services functionality has been re-branded as Service Registration and it has be decoupled from Case Management in that Service Registration functionality can be
accessed/used by non-case managing organizations.
Current users of LaMPSS will be familiar with the term enhanced services – with the
implementation of this release (release 2.09) this term is being re-branded to Service
Registration. What you know as a service today will still be a service tomorrow –
however these services are now constrained/supported by program configuration.
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Two new external roles were also created to allow external organizations to provide
view only or add/update access to their services and service registration information.
The existing ECMEHSRVC (enhanced services role) was re-labelled to EXTSRUPDT –
organizations who provide case management will use the EXTSTUPDT role,
organizations who only require service registration will use the EXTSRCONFIG role.
At least 1 user requires the Srvc Reg Config – Service Registration Configurator /
Administrator role. The person with this role will have the ability to assign the Srvc Reg
View and Srv Reg Update roles to other self-serve users in their organization. For
details on how to add organization contacts and create self-serve user ID’s refer to the
On-Line help in LaMPSS. Note: Only LaMPSS Ops may assign the SRVC Reg Config role
to an external users.
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Log into LaMPSS and navigate to the Organization Home Page by clicking on the
Organization Home link under My Organization in the left side navigation menu. Once
on the Organization Home Page click the Org. Service Registration link in the left side
navigation menu under My Organization.
Note: The User Home Page will include the Instructions and Display an Agreement/Case
sections if the user also has an OFA Self-Serve or ECM role. The Organization Home
Page will also include additional sections such as Active Agreements and organization
Notifications if the user also has an OFA Self-Serve or ECM role.
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Page contains 3 modules:

• Organization Header – displays at the top of all Service Registration pages, provides
information about who the organization is
• Service Registration Search – this section allows users to search for services and or
participants in a service
• Service Registration Search Results – this section will pre-populate with any existing
(active) services as well as provides the ability to add new services or modify an
existing service, clicking Show History will expand the search results to include any
Cancelled or Completed services
Note: The Organization Header is displayed at the top of all but 1 of the service
registration pages – exception is the Participant Additional Information which can only
be accessed via the Service Participants page.
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Users will be taken to the Service Registration Search/Add page. Existing services will
display in the Service Registration Search Results section at the bottom of the page.
To add a new service, select a service format from the drop down and click Add
Another
To edit an existing service click on the hyperlinked Service ID.
Copy New – this button allows you to create a new service by copying an existing
selected service. Select the service you wish to copy by clicking on the tick box to the
left of the service then click Copy to New. All details of the existing service are copied
to the new service, with the exception of the session ID, dates and times, and
participants enrollment counts which are reset to zero.
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Service Name (French) and Service Description (French) are optional fields – if French
text is not entered LaMPSS will display the English text if/when a user working in French
views a service.
When registering participants in a group service once the maximum number is reached
LaMPSS will allow additional participants to be added but they will be added with a
status of “Wait List” and assigned a wait list number.
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Group services require Date/Time and Participant Min/Max details whereas those
details are not applicable to an individual format service.
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For existing Case Management users please note, there were no
changes/enhancements to the service detail fields themselves but the page and the
page module/section names have been updated from Enhanced Services to Service
Registration.
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Refer to the Program Guidelines for the program under which the service is
delivered/associated for information about the services enabled by service format.
Service Type note: the drop down list will contain all services. Organizations should
only be defining services that match what is in their OFA. This is a business constraint
– LaMPSS will allow users to select any service in the drop down organizations and
government agreement managers should monitor what services are defined to ensure
they are in line with what the organization is being funded to deliver.
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Participant Enrolled count – field will contain a count of participants enrolled in the
service with a participant status of Registered, Pre-Registered and Completed.
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Users may also use the Copy to New feature to add new services. With this feature
users select a comparable service – which MUST be the desired Service Format and
same Accountability Reporting – to copy to new. The Copy to New will copy the
existing service details to a new editable service – all fields except Accountability
Reporting and the Service Format will be editable when Copy to New is used.
Copy to New can be used to Copy a Closed/Completed service to a new editable
service. Any service that can be seen in the results can be copied, i.e. you can copy a
Historical service.
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FYI: Internal government staff will have view and/or update access to service
registration information and functionality. I.e. Program staff will be able to view all
public services and service registration information in LaMPSS as well as add/update
services, service registration information on behalf of an organization.
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When searching for a service if Service ID is entered any other criteria are ignored.
Likewise when searching for a participant – if SIN is entered as a criterion then all other
criteria are ignored.
As with other LaMPSS pages where 1 or multiple results may display there is a
Displaying records X –X of X message displayed below the Service Registration Search
Results. It may be necessary to scroll through 1 or more pages to find a service or use
the Service Registration Search. Click Show History to see Completed services.
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To edit an existing service click the hyperlinked Service ID field in the Service
Registration Search Results module.
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With the exception of the re-labelling of enhanced services to service registration this
page has not changed from what the existing ECM (External Case Management) users
were familiar with. Refer to slides 9 – 11 for field by field details/descriptions.
Remember, some fields on this screen will change depending on whether you are
adding a group service or an individual service. For individual services the date/time
and minimum/maximum number of participants do not apply.
As with Add a new service when all information about the service has been entered,
click save at the top or the bottom of the page. You will be returned to the Service
Registration Search/Add page.
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One rule to be aware of, when planning to delete a service is you cannot delete a
service for which there are participants registered in any status. Each participant must
be removed from the service before it can be deleted. If you forget this rule and try to
delete a service with participants LaMPSS will display an error message.
Message will display in red at the top of the page and read “The selected Service has
participants associated with it. The Service cannot be deleted until the participants
have been removed.”
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Remember – you must remove all participants from a service before LaMPSS will allow
that service to be deleted.
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Similar to the best practice established when External Case Management functionality
was launched external users were coached to always create a Person (and a Case) when
they had contact with a new individual. Service Registration users will also be coached
to create a Person in LaMPSS, shared that Person with the common Person registry,
such that that Person’s involvement in services (including any additional participant
information) can be associated with a common Person and made available to
subsequent service involvements.
Beginning fall of 2015 Government Program Staff will begin enabling Service
Registration for their programs – when this happens you (external service providers)
will receive information from program staff on what that means to you. When a
program is enabled for Service Registration one of the features that is defined is the
minimum participant requirement; if LaMPSS cannot find a Person that meets the
minimum participant requirement when searching for a person to register in a service
users receive the “No Person Matched the search criteria” message – when a user
receives this message they should exit service registration and validate that the
participant they are trying to register is “known” to LaMPSS and has the required
information to be seen by the service registration participant registration person
search.
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To add a new Person to the LaMPSS Person registry users must conduct a Person Search
first – the Add button will not appear until a search has been conducted.
Please note the red Search Instructions button on the top right of the window. This is a
hover over – hovering over the button will cause a pop-up to appear with some
hints/tips on how to search the registry. On-line Help is also available through the top
menu bar link; the User Guides provide an overview of each page, information about
the fields on the pages and instructions detailing how to use the functions/features
within Person Management. There is also an e-learning module on the public website
that takes users through the basic Person Management functionality
(http://novascotia.ca/lae/lampss/eas_resources.asp). Module name is Case Training 2
Intake – Person Management.
Depending on the search criteria entered LaMPSS will display any possible matches in
the Person Search Results at the bottom of the page.
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These are the rules behind how LaMPSS searches the Person Registry.
LaMPSS will search the registry to find suitable matches based on the criteria entered. If
more than 1 criteria is entered the search is cumulative – the more criteria entered the
more defined the search results will be. Name fields are searched using a Soundex
approach, meaning it will search names that “sound like” the criteria entered. Name
searching also searches aliases using the same principle. Partial searching is possible –
you can enter as many characters of a first name, last name, street address, city etc.
If SIN, DOB or Person ID is entered as search criteria LaMPSS will ignore any other
entered search criteria and only return search results that are an exact match to the
entered SIN, DOB or Person ID. LaMPSS returns the first 100 records that meet the
criteria entered, 10 records per page. The default sort order of the results is by Name,
similar to other LaMPSS screens you can click on the column headings to change the
sort order.
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In this example the search was executed using last name only. This type of search may
result in a large number of possible matches! However, to reduce the likelihood of
creating a duplicate person a good rule-of-thumb (ROT) is to search with a minimal
number of criteria and add additional search criteria to refine the results when
required. Search results appear in the Person Search Results section at the bottom of
the Person Search page.
Once a search has been executed you will see the Add & Save button at the bottom left
of the search criteria section of the page. To continue and add a new person you simply
need to complete the data entry of the required person information and click the Add
& Save button.
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Once the required information has been entered and you click Add & Save, LaMPSS will
prompt you to be sure you wish to add your participant. Click OK and you will be taken
to the Person Home Page for the newly added participant.
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Person’s entered by an external user need to be “shared” with government to allow
internal users to see the person – to share a Person click on the Share Person link in the
side navigation.
FYI – when a person is added by an external user that person is only known to that
external user’s organization (aka a Private person); you must Share that person with
government to enable internal user to see the person. Sharing a person makes the
external user’s private person visible to internal government users.
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When a person is shared with government LaMPSS will search the common shared
person registry to see if there is a potential match for the person being added and
either display a message indicating no matches were found or offer the user a page
where they can merge their person information into the common shared person.
Once the person is shared with government the Private Client: Yes is removed from the
person header indicating they are now known to the common shared person registry.
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If the Share detects/finds a potential match or matches they will display in the Potential
Matches module at the bottom of the page. Select the existing person, from the
common shared registry, you wish to merge your person’s information with by clicking
the checkbox to the left of the potential match. Click Next – you will be taken to the
Person Merge Selections page.
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The left side of the page will display the information you entered for your new person –
the right side displays the information LaMPSS has in the common shared person
registry. LaMPSS will overwrite the common person registry information for any field
you select on the left side of the page. Note – the radio buttons will default to the left
side or new person information fields.
When finished making any selections click Merge, LaMPSS will prompt you to confirm
you wish to proceed – clicking OK will complete the process. You are now ready to
return to Service Registration and continue with registering the newly added person in
the desired/required services.
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Remember – best practice will be to add all service registration participants as LaMPSS
person’s to ensure we can capture all engagements the participant has with
government.
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Now that we’ve reviewed how to add a LaMPSS person, let’s go back to the Service
Registration pages/steps to see how a participant is registered in a service.
To view, modify or add participants in a service, click the participant icon to the right of
the desired service. The Service Participants page will display.
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Page contains 5 modules:

• Organization Header – displays at the top of all Service Registration pages, provides
information about who the organization is
• Service Registration Summary – this section displays a summary of the service to
which you are adding/modifying the participants in
• Service Participants – this section will pre-populate with any existing (active)
participants in the service
• Person Search/Add – this section allows users to search for participants to add to
the service
• Search Results – this section will contain any search results returned based on the
criteria entered
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The Person Search/Add will search the LaMPSS person registry for any participant who
matches the entered search criteria and return those results at the bottom of the page.
Note: the Additional Information column in the Service Participants module will only
display if the program under which the service is being delivered has enabled addition
service registration information. If the column does not appear then the program
under which the service is being delivered does not require any additional participant
information be collected. Additional participant information will be used to capture
information about the service participant that is required for downstream reporting
that is not part of the standard person/case details that currently exist in LaMPSS.

Additional participant information is configured by the Government Program Manager
when they setup the program – refer to the program guidelines to confirm what
additional participant information is required/desired for your services. As stated
above if the program does not require/collect additional information the Additional
Information column and hyperlinks will not appear on this page.
This is an example of a Group format service – if it was an Individual format service the
Service Participants module would also contain a Sessions/Last Session field – this field
will contain a number representing the number of sessions known to LaMPSS and the
date of the latest session.
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The Service Participants module includes 3 hyperlinks:

• Person Name – clicking this link will take you to the Person Home Page for the
selected participant
• Additional Information 99/99 Fields – clicking this link takes you to the Service
Registration Participant Additional Information page for the selected participant
• 99/99 Fields – the number to the leftmost of this text indicates the number
of additional information fields that already have a response; the rightmost
number indicates the total number of additional information fields enabled
for the program under which the service is being delivered
• Status – clicking this link also takes you to the Service Registration Participant
Additional Information page for the selected participant
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For a Group Service this page has 2 sections, participant status and participant
additional information, for individual services the Session Schedule module will appear.
Additional Participant Information fields will either have a drop down list to select a
response from or a text field that information can be entered into. Fields marked with
the white checkmark in the green circle must have a response before the participants
status can be marked as complete. All additional information fields have an information
hover-over (white i inside a blue circle) that will provide a brief definition of the
additional information field.
Copy Existing – when this button is clicked LaMPSS will find the latest additional
information, for the current participant for any service that is under the same program,
and copy those responses to this occurrence of the service.
Previous/Next – clicking previous/next allows you to cycle through the participants in a
group service without leaving the additional information page. When all updates are
complete click the Submit button to return to the Service Participants page or Cancel
to abort all updates and return to the Service Participants page.
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A Registered Participants status may be updated from Registered to:

• No Show
• Cancelled
• Rescheduled
• Did Not Complete
• Completed
An individual service participant is registered in the service ONCE then each session is
recorded using the Add Session button. When adding a session the user selects/or
enters the session date then clicks Add Session, sessions display as show on the screen
shot. To delete a session added in error, select the session by clicking the checkbox to
the left of the session then click Delete.
Note: An Individual service participant should not be marked as Completed until all
individual sessions have completed.
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If there are wait listed participants for the service they will show in the Service
Participants module with a number in the Wait List column indicating the sequence
they were added to the wait list – numbers begin at 1 and increment by 1 each time a
new wait listed participant is added. It is a MANUAL process to move a participant from
the wait list to registered. If a participant is removed from a service where there are
wait list participants LaMPSS will prompt the user to adjust the wait list.
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LaMPSS will display an error message if a user attempts to register the same participant
in the same service twice. Message is “The person has already been added as a
participant to this Service.”
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The functionality of service registration is consistent across both service formats - the
differences users will see is the additional column on the Service Participants page and
when on the Additional Information page the Session Schedule module.
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Please refer back to this material as required to refresh your knowledge of how to use
the service registration functionality.
So now what? If you have questions on how to use this functionality you can refer to
this material or you can review the on-line LaMPSS User Guides for information on how
the screens/application functions. Also, you can contact your government agreement
manager or LaMPSS Operations Support.
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Thank you very much for your participation!
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